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The Wales office of the British
Geological Survey continue to work
towards completing their modern
synthesis of Anglesey geology, and we
hope that we may be able to bring you
further news as research proceeds.
Successive, recent years have seen both
the second-warmest and second-coldest
teperature records, so there is plenty of
work to do on climate oscillations, and
the pivotal involvement of the NE
Atlantic Ocean as an indicator of change
in the historic and recent records means
that we will continue to be a focus for
research. I hope that we will be able to
bring you another year of interesting and
informative geological presentations,
and we look forward to your company.

2012 looks set to start in a very different
way to 2011 - for a start there is a special
AGM edition of the newsletter, and it is
much warmer. I have said already how
encouraged I am that the new members
of the committee who stood forward at
the last AGM have enabled us to pursue
a good programme, and our editor has
been able to revitalise the Newsletter. It
is a source of wonder that so much
material is available that Keith is forced
into publishing extra editions in order to
keep the pile under control and manage a
timely content. That it is read is also
evident, for we also have discussion on
our pages and that is very welcome. We
are of course fortunate that the colour
printing is generously provided by
Geotechnics Limited, and now spend
less than half as much on postage as we
did previously due to the number of
people subscribing to our email edition.

Jonathan Wilkins
Carboniferous fossils from
Anglesey – Part II:
The Chimaera of Tygai’s Marsh

Part of the reason for the sudden
expansion of the newsletter is that there
has been an explosion of interest in a
number of areas of interest to the North
Walian geologist, and I am very pleased
that we are able to publish excellent and
novel material. I admit freely that my
knowledge of fossils is almost
completely lacking, but the excellence of
work being done by Barry is evident,
and I know that international attention
has been drawn to these recent finds.
Geological
interest
arises
from
excavation in one form or another, so it
is fortunate that holes are being dug on
our behalf.

What is a Chimaera?
Of the 30,000 fish species in the world
today, about 50 (and rising) are
chimaerae. They are named chimaerae
after the mythological mixed beast
because of their eclectic mixture of
characteristics. Known as ratfish or
rabbit fish in allusion to their rodent-like
dentition arrangements, they have
smooth scale-less skins and a
cartilaginous skeleton. They also have
elongate bodies with whip like tails, and
use their wing like pectoral fins for their
main propulsion. A venomous double
cored dorsal spine provides protection
from predation. Their lateral line system
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is open, appearing as grooves on the
head and sides and they have both gill
slits and an operculum. Chimaerae are
oviparous, and use internal fertilization.
Their mouth is positioned ventrally.
They are bottom feeders, specializing in
feeding on arthropods, worms, and
shellfish, but examination of stomach
content shows that they will also take
fish if available. They are a marine fish.

Extant Chimaera monstrosa or rabbit fish (copyright
thejump.net)

What are the Chimaerae of Tygai’s
Marsh like?
In 2011 spoil from made ground at
Morfa Mawr, on Tygai’s marsh (also
called the Malltraeth or Cors Ddygai)
was (with the permission of the RSPB
warden) examined for fossil content. A
small proportion of the material showed
exceptional soft tissue preservation, and
evidence of a very small fresh-water
chimaera was found. Some of the
structure and life style of these tiny fish
can be determined from the record in the
rocks.

1.(a), (b) and (c) Eggs and neonatal forms. The neonate has a
set of the distinctive chimaera teeth, including, at the nose, an
egg tooth, one of the eggs shows a tiny fish with large
(relatively) pectoral fins.
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The typical tail structure of the chimaeriforms.

5. Decomposed example with myomeres, typical smooth skin
and distinctive dentition.

.

3.

The scale-less pectoral fin

4.

A ventral view with mouth and fin

6.
Feeding trace, grooves identical to the resting
trace (7), lead to a disturbance in the mud.
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The egg capsules are found in silts, the
other fossils in cannel coal. The grouped
small trace may be inferred to show
synchronised hatching and group
shoaling behaviour. Length at hatching
is about 5mm, consistent with the shoal
traces, which have pectoral impressions
about 500 microns across. The larger
resting trace is 5mm across the pectoral
trace, consistent with a tenfold increase
in size, supported by the size of an
example of the double spine (below)

7.

which is 7mm long, and consistent with
a 20mm size of the decomposed
specimen.

Resting Trace, balancing on pectoral fins.

Further Finds
Sharing the Carboniferous waters with
the Chimaerae were other fish. We have
found many other beautifully preserved
fossils including the branching ray
structures of the ray-fins (6), fins and
denticles of shark (3), fins from lobe fins
(5),
jaws
and
teeth
of
the
Sarcopterygians (1), palatatal crushing
teeth (4), and also, and not quite a fish,
the hind limb of a tetrapod (2).

8.
Shoaling trace, a collection of the typical pectoral
resting impressions.
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Illustration 3: Below the conical tooth is a fin studded with
an array of denticles, a shark.

Illustration 4: Pharyngeal or palatal crushing

Illustration 1: A jawbone showing well developed fangs and
an array of small marginal teeth. More exact identification
needs access to the bone structure below the preserved
tissue; the teeth are
probably a Sarcopterygian, but I am uncertain which.

Illustration 5: A lobefin fin structure

Illustration 2: Covered with preserved tissue within the fin
are five bones. There are no scales, nor seperate fingers, so
the most probable identity is a tetrapod hind limb.
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disappointment. Until a Saturday in mid
December….

Illustration 6: The multibranching support rays typical of the
actinopterygeans

Copyright:Cindy Howells, National Museum of Wales
(reproduced with permission)

Quite how they managed to put this on is
beyond me. The National Museum is
exhibiting a 'real' Archaeopteryx
together with a collection of exquisite
casts and life size images. The
“Thermopolis” cast has not been seen in
this country before, and the “Haarlem”
cast is rare. In addition there are other
Solenhofen gems including a beautiful
little pterosaur and dragonfly which are
the best examples you are ever likely to
see, together with a shrimp and fish
which are on loan from the private
collection of the owner of the eighth
Archaeopteryx. You'll not see their like
again.

Illustration 7: Rhizodontiforms, onichodontiforms and
actinistians have these thin rounded scales. The scale alone
is bigger than the chimaeriform fish found in the same
deposits.

Barry Wrightson

National Museum of Wales –
Archaeopteryx Exhibition –
(running until end of February 2012)
Occasionally
there
are
museum
exhibitions that simply take your breath
away. I can recall the Tutankhamen
exhibition I was taken to see in London
when six or seven years of age, that was
one such event. Since that time however,
having been underwhelmed by Rodin’s
“The Lovers” in the Tate, been left
incredulous at Modern Art “brick”
installations and the like, museums have
sometimes been something of a

The two photographs accompanying this
article, and adorning our frontispiece are
a little taster of what is on display. Much
more information is available on the
NMW website at:
http://www.museumwales.ac.uk/en/rhag
or/article/archaeoptryx/
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An insight into 19th Century
Coal Mining (Part 2 – Haulage)
Following on from last months
collection of images of the 19th Century
coal mining industry, which looked at
the art of actually winning coal at the
face this edition looks at the haulage of
material below ground

The working galleries were frequently
no taller than the height of the saleable
material within the seam. Even very
minor ceiling falls or pillar spalling
could disrupt the tub rails and would
require immediate clearing up.

Copyright: Cindy Howells, National Museum of Wales
(reproduced with permission)

It must be stressed that this really is a
once in a lifetime opportunity to see a
collection of fossils that are not just
beautiful in their own right, but have
had, and continue to have, a profound
influence on the science of evolutionary
biology.

In these galleries there was typically
insufficient room for the pit ponies to
work, and haulage was the responsibility
of the haulier, or dragsmen. Where the
seams were particularly tight it would
require a haulier in his early teens to
move the tubs. There is some gentle
irony in the Co Durham vernacular
where such a young boy doing a horse’s
job would be called a “foal”.

If you do one thing between now and the
end of February – go to Cardiff and see
these genuine Wonders of the World.All
please note the announcement in the
Meetings Column regarding a possible
NWGA visit.
(KHN)
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At pit bottom the on-setter was in charge
of clearing the tubs of coal, and
distributing them back toward the
working faces to be refilled.

Where main haul roads were cleared
these needed to be semi-permanent
works. They are the life blood of the
mining operation, allowing men and
materials in to the working area, and
coal out. Extensive timbered galleries,
backfilled with goaf, such as this would
have been relatively rare however.

Where main galleries allow haulage by
pit pony this required a significant
investment in underground stabling,
horse management (they still need to eat
and defecate!). The ostler took charge of
the ponies’ welfare.

In the final part of this series in the next
edition of the Newsletter we will look
briefly at shaft construction methods and
techniques.
(KHN)
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Between 1778 and 1792 Williams
operated mines in Anglesey, smelters in
Swansea and south Lancashire, mills in
the Greenfield Valley and Holywell,
Flintshire, and in the Thames Valley,
west of London. In addition he became a
pivotal figure in business dealings
centred in London, Birmingham and
Liverpool giving him near complete
control over copper trade, manufacture
and transport.

A World of Welsh Copper
As geologists you will be familiar with
North Wales’s long history of metal
mining, particularly for copper, since the
Bronze Age. As industrialisation spread
across Britain, demand for copper rose
to unprecedented levels. Until the 1780s
Cornish copper ore production was preeminent. However at about this time the
voracious
appetites
of
British
engineering and manufacturing and a
lucrative
export
trade
caused
entrepreneurs and prospectors to look
elsewhere. In 1768 miner Roland Puw
discovered a rich seam of copper ore at
Parys Mountain, Anglesey. This started
a golden chapter in the story of Welsh
copper.

However this golden age was in
comparative terms only one chapter in
the Welsh copper story. Although the
North and Mid Wales copper mines
continued to produce ore, and
increasingly precipitates, during the 19th
century, production was tiny compared
to the heyday years. Nevertheless the
South Wales smelters continued to grow
their businesses and the Lower Swansea
Valley was chosen as the pre-eminent
location for cost-effective and efficient
copper smelting. In the middle of some
of the world’s largest coalfields, and
easily accessible via the navigable River
Tawe, the Bristol Channel became a
busy highway for copper and other nonferrous smelting industries. In addition
to a revival in Cornish ore supply,
smelters looked to Ireland and overseas
for new sources of copper rich minerals.
After Cuba from the 1820s, Chile, then
Australia, South Africa and beyond,
Wales’s copper network can be mapped
like the flight paths of a modern-day
international airline.

The 1780s and 90s saw Parys Mountain
became the world’s most productive
copper mining area with an output of
44,000 tons a year at its peak. For a short
time this even eclipsed total copper
production from the Cornish mines.
Under the ruthless monopoly exercised
by Thomas Williams, a lawyer of
Llanidan, his Parys Mine Company and
associated concerns had the international
and domestic copper trade sewn up.

Historians suggest that world copper
production from about 1830 to 1870 was
dominated by the South Wales smelters
with Swansea at the heart of what was
by now a genuinely globalised heavy
industry. While the realities of the

Stock image of Parys Mountain Surface Workings
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copper import and export trade were far
more complex than the rubric of ‘coal
out, ore in’ suggests, its essence is true.
Multinational companies such as Pascoe
Grenfell and Sons, Vivian and Sons and
Williams, Foster and Company exploited
every commercial advantage of running
smelters in Swansea and doing business
in London. While Welsh coal was still in
demand the world over international
shippers such as Henry Bath and Sons
also capitalised on the region’s copperproducing success.
Dereliction in the Lower Swansea Valley, 1960s (Media
Wales Ltd.)

While in Swansea a major knowledge
exchange project called the Global and
Local Worlds of Welsh Copper funded
by the Economic and Social Research
Council was undertaken by a
collaboration of five organisations and
led by Swansea University between
2010 and 2011.
The over-arching aim of the project was
to permanently raise awareness of this
rich industrial past, with a particular
focus on its global dimensions. Expertise
within the partnership that was
previously confined to archaeological
reports and scholarly articles was
communicated to mass audiences at a
city-wide free festival in Swansea called
Copper Day (www.copperday.org.uk) an
exhibition hosted by the National
Waterfront Museum and associated

Two icons of Welsh copper, Vivian and Sons engine houses,
Swansea.

However, fast forward to today and most
of the communities now living and
working near the few industrial remains
of Wales’s equivalents of Devon Great
Consols or Ironbridge Gorge have at best
a hazy understanding of the importance
of copper in their local heritage.
Two projects in particular have sought to
change this. In Anglesey, the Amlwch
Industrial Heritage Trust has been
working for many years to improve
access to the Mynydd Paris site and the
associated historic port at Amlwch. The
Copper Kingdom Project has raised
enough money to start regenerating the
site into an internationally-renowned
visitor attraction and educational centre.

events, tours and talks. A travelling
version of the exhibition will carry the
message to new venues in Wales, and
hopefully beyond. A learning legacy
website that has encapsulated much of
the knowledge drawn together by the
project is now available at:
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Mathematics) and the Social Sciences
and Arts and Humanities.

with downloadable resources and key
guides available in Welsh and English.
The main exhibition is being donated for
permanent use at a local school situated
in the heart of the copperworks area.

It remains early days to see what impact
all of these initiatives have had and will
have. Copper is such an important part
of our lives today that its heritage has
real currency if communicated well.

Heritage-led regeneration has also been
a key aim of the ESRC knowledge
exchange project. Following a successful
symposium on this theme, where
difficult questions about the ailing
industrial heritage of Swansea were
posed and debated, Professor Huw
Bowen of Swansea University brought
together a partnership between the
University and Swansea Council which
aims to breathe new life into the Lower
Swansea
Valley.
The
Hafod
Redevelopment Project, or Cu @
Swansea as it has come to be known,
was announced in January 2011. Over
the last year work has begun in earnest
to raise serious funds to back the vision
(see
recent
announcement
at
http://www.welshcopper.org.uk/en/copp
er-news.htm?id=12)
of
not
just
preserving the remains but transforming
them into places that people want to
visit, work and take their leisure in. The
12 ½ acre site spanning the old Hafod
and Morfa copperworks comprises 14
internationally significant industrial
heritage buildings or structures. Close to
159 internationally significant copperrelated buildings or structures can be
found throughout the valley. One
interesting idea for the site is to develop

To find out how to contribute to the
Welsh copper website, please contact
Dr. Tehmina Goskar via email on
tehmina@goskar.com. To find out more
about the Hafod Regeneration Project,
contact Prof. Huw Bowen on
h.v.bowen@swansea.ac.uk
Tehmina Goskar

When was Wales?
The question “When was Wales?” was
asked by the historian Gwyn A Williams
some years ago in his commentary on
the Welsh people and our place in
society (1). As geologists of course, ever
since Hutton’s comment “..no vestige of
a beginning..” we take a slightly
different view, or rather we hold a
different perspective, on the passage of
time. So from our geological perspective
- when was Wales?
We must not forget of course that all but
600 million years of our 4 billion year
earth history is formally known as the
Pre-Cambrian, or “before Welsh”. And
of course the next 60 million years or so
were the “Cambrian” (ie Welsh) period.
Following
on
from
Sedgwick’s
Cambrian we then find the geological
column taking it’s names from ancient
Celtic tribes – Lapworth’s Ordovician,
and Murchison’s Silurian.

it
as
a
research
centre
for
multidisciplinary projects bridging the
gaps between the STEM subjects
(Science, Technology, Engineering, and
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are at outcrop, seams that are typically
gently dipping so they can be drained of
water. And flat gradient, down slope
valley floors to haul the coal to the coast
at Llanelli, Swansea, Cardiff and Barry.
Oh and in a perfect world, some iron ore
and limestone close by so we can work
our own tools….

the Lower Palaeozoic is scattered with
names of Welsh origin – the Hirnantian,
Llandovery, Aeronian etc trip off the
tongues of stratigraphers from Moscow
to Montana, and from Brisbane to
Beijing. It is only with the retreat of the
Devonian seas that Wales loosens its
global
grip
on
stratigraphic
nomenclature.

Looking back I recall the horror of one
of the audience, a Quaternary
Geomorphologist, from the BGS, at my
closing comment that in looking at the
palaeogeography of the Welsh PermoTrias – all of significance about Welsh
geology was in place. All that had
happened since I suggested, was the
equivalent of a barbers “trim and tidy
up”.

To many outsiders looking in however,
Wales is caricatured by images of the
coalfields. Our flat capped, soot black,
forefathers hewed the fuel that fired the
industrial revolution, and carried the
British Empire all around the globe.
Those acts have painted the received
perception of “Big Pit” Wales.

Recent months however has seen me
revise my thoughts a little, and I have
come to the view that the South Wales
Coalfield,
and
the
underlying
Carboniferous Limestone are far from
representing the essence of Wales from a
geological perspective.

In reality Wales has, in areal extent at
least, always been more of a rural
community, based around sheep farming
“on the tops” and dairying / arable
farming where conditions are more
amenable; than it has ever been an urban
community. It was the industrialisation
of the South Wales valleys, and the
North Eastern borderland, that followed
in the footprint of the coal, that has
given us much of what the outside world
sees as our identity.

In visiting outcrops of Carboniferous
Limestone it is noticeable that you are
never far from either the modern coast
line, or the River Dee along our eastern
flank. From Pembrokeshire, to the
Gower, and eastwards to Chepstow in
the south; from the Orme, to Dyserth and
down to Llangollen here in the north, the
Carboniferous Limestone rests atop and
alongside, the broad shoulders of our
Lower Palaeozoic hinterland.

Twenty years ago I was lucky enough to
be able to give a lecture to the Hong
Kong Geological Society on the
Geology of Wales. The basic thesis that I
presented was that if you wanted to
design a landscape to allow mining of
coal by basic hand tools then the South
Wales Coalfield would be what you
would design. Steep valleys so the seams
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The fringing carbonate seas of the north east corner of Wales,
at Llangollen, lies unconformably on the Silurian Dinas Bran
Formation.

It is really only in North Wales that this
perspective is brought home. In South
Wales, at least that part to the south of
the Variscan front, the thin skinned
Variscan deformation has sheared,
twisted, crushed and shuffled the
Carboniferous rocks, and made them
appear as part of the “basement” as a
consequence. Here in the north however,
the limestone is seen for what it really is;
the product of a shallow carbonate sea
fringing a land mass built from PreCambrian
basement,
Cambrian,
Ordovician and Silurian rocks and
Devonian sediments. The landscape that
we see today throughout much of Mid
and North Wales is a Devonian
landscape being exhumed for the first
time in 370 million years.

From this viewpoint, northwards on the flanks of the Eppynt
Range, as far as the eye can see and beyond, lie the Lower
Palaeozoic rocks of Wales. The next piece of Upper
Palaeozoic outcrop is the Carboniferous Limestone of the
Orme.

However I do not want to fall into the
trap that I did twenty years ago by
suggesting that everything since the
Devonian has been mere gardening.
Seeing things a little differently these
days, I now think of the Lower
Palaeozoic hinterland as a wise old
family matriarch. She has been out for a
walk in the cold of the Quaternary, but
has now come back in, brushed the snow
off her shoulders, and is taking off her
coat.
Reference:
(1) Williams GA, (1985),”When was
Wales?” Penguin
(KHN)

Winter snow on Pen-y-fan. The Old Red Sandstone of the
Brecon Beacons preserves the alluvial “drift” of the Old Red
Sandstone Continent
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Changes in Environmental
Governance in Wales

framework and puts the principles
behind it into action.

The following text has been copied from
the WAG web site at:

Phase one of the programme looked at a
number of options, including keeping
things as they are and also different
combinations of the three bodies.

http://wales.gov.uk/topics/environmentc
ountryside/consmanagement/seb/?lang=
en

This initial analysis showed that a Single
Environment Body would:

and is provided entirely for information
only. Hopefully we can arrange for
someone to speak to us on any practical
implications in the near future, as part of
the proposed public consultation.
“The Environment Minister, John
Griffiths has decided to create a single
body to bring together the Forestry
Commission Wales (FCW), Countryside
Council for Wales (CCW) and the
Environment Agency Wales (EAW).

•

Be more effective;

•

Achieve better
outcomes; and

•

Have the potential to create
significant savings that could be
reinvested.

environmental

There were also a number of risks
identified including ICT and pensions
costs and VAT status.

Over the last few months, staff from the
three bodies and Welsh Government has
put together a business case to look at
the creation of a single body, and the
Minister has now approved this.

From this work it was concluded that the
best option was to explore creating a
single body. Ministers took the decision
in early 2011 to look at this in more
detail.

The business case includes detailed
information on the form and functions of
the new body, detailed cost and benefit
analysis along with information on
pensions. You can access the Executive
Summary or the full Business case under
publications (on the left). You can also
go to the timetable tab (on the left) to
find out the next steps for the
programme.

Plans for phase 2
Phase two looked in more detail at the
option of establishing a single
environmental body. The business case
included information on:

The
new
Natural
Environment
Framework (NEF) will deliver a more
integrated approach to managing our
natural environment. The work of the
programme supports this new #
- 15 -

•

The form and function a new
body would take;

•

Further work on the costs and
benefits of establishing a single
body; and
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position in the National Environment
Framework and ecosystems analysis.

More work on cost risks
including those relating to
pensions and ICT arrangements.

Wales now has Local Geodiversity
Action Plans for protected areas
including Anglesey and the GeoMon
Geopark, Clwydian Range and Dee
Valley Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty and Fforest Fawr Geopark.

The Business Case recommended that a
single environment body should be
created to bring together EAW, CCW
and FCW. This Business case was sent
to the Environment Minister, John
Griffiths in November and was discussed
in Cabinet on Tuesday 29 November. A
decision was made to proceed with the
creation of a single body. The next steps
in the Programme will include a public
consultation in early 2012.”

Geodiversity and Northeast
Wales
Abstract of talk to be delivered
following the AGM – 21st January 2012
Geodiversity a relatively new concept,
first introduced in Tasmania at the turn
of the last century, only entered into
common parlance since Murray Grey's
2004 book 'Geodiversity: Valuing and
Conserving Abiotic Nature.
To value geodiversity it is important to
know what we have. Northeast Wales
was one of the first areas in the UK to
undertake an audit of Regionally
Important
Geodiversity
Sites
to
complement
the
Geological
Conservation Review sites. This audit,
extended to cover the whole of Wales,
has designated over 750 sites, some of
which are new exposures.
A geodiversity audit is a process and
therefore it is important to keep
evaluating the geodiversity and to use
the sites to enhance the heritage and
culture of Wales. The Welsh audit has
resulted in a change in the culture and
geodiversity now has a prominent

The Northeast Wales audit identified an
exciting new exposure at the old
steelworks site at Brymbo, near
Wrexham which is in the process of
being designated as a SSSI and GCR site
for the fossil trees, ferns, Calamites and
other fossils.

Jacqui Malpas
Reports:
Palaeontological Association –
Plymouth University
The 55th Annual Meeting of the
Palaeontological Association was held in
Plymouth between the 17th and 20th
December 2011. The conference opened
with a Thematic Symposium on
“Ancient and Modern Biotic Crises”.
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This was followed by two days of
presentations on a wide variety of topics
related to the broader themes of
palaeontology with a parallel poster
session. The formal annual address was
given by Professor Paul Pearson of
Cardiff University on “Climate and
evolution in the Caenozoic oceans”

February 2012

Botting, Peter van Roy, Zhang YuanDong and Jih-Pai Lin (notable because
in passing Lucy mentioned a newly
discovered Ordovician lagerstatte in
North Wales, at Afon Gam near
Trawsfynydd)
...but if whale barnacles or Oligocene
corals from Borneo are your thing –
Plymouth was the place to be in
December!

It is clear that current concerns with
respect to potential global climate
change are fuelling interest in
geologically demonstrated links between
evolutionary processes and climate. It is
also clear that current trends in studying
these topics are increasingly reliant on
highly technical chemical signatures, be
they Strontium Isotopes (Sr86/Sr87) or
carbon isotopes or even biomarkers. A
number of presentations were made
which didn't fell the need to show a
picture of a fossil or of the site from
which it was collected – all graphs and
computer simulations!

Similarly, few of the poster presentations
will be of direct interest other than
(perhaps!) your own correspondent’s
effort:
Trace fossil evidence for Hirnantian
soft body recovery fauna, Ceredigion,
West Wales, Keith H. Nicholls and
Cynthia Burek
If you are of a palaeontological bent and
want to follow up current thinking on
these matters in detail the abstract book
can be downloaded from the PalAss web
site at: www.palass.org.

Relatively few of the oral presentations
will be of direct interest to the majority
of our members, with only three
presentations relating to Wales – well –
our borders at least in two cases:

Unfortunately with the field visit being
to Kent's Cavern and Hope's Nose –
locations where I have undertaken field
trips in the past, and where I have
worked, I didn't stay for the final day.
Likewise whilst I attended the
conference dinner, when the awards
were given out I was rather tired (but not
emotional), and in no position to record
the well deserved recipients, although I
do recall that one of the prizes went to a
young man who has published 46 papers
in a 6 year post graduate career - a quite
remarkable achievement.

Small is beautiful: investigations into
Early Devonian plant mesofossils from
the Welsh borderland, UK, Jennifer L.
Morris, Dianne Edwards, John B.
Richardson and Lindsey Axe
Stars in their eyes: new sensory
structure or epibiont? (a study of
horseshoe crab sensory system, from the
late Silurian of Shropshire, David J.
Marshall
A new early Ordovician lagerstatte
from South China, Lucy Muir, Joseph
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advantage of an offer to see behind the
scenes of the institution.

Dates for your Diary:
NWGA Annual General Meeting
Pensychnant:

Meet Mold RFC / Farm Foods Car Park
in Mold at 09:00hrs. Arrive Cardiff
NMW at 12:45. Leave at circa 15:30 hrs,
return to Mold at 19:00 hrs.
Contact: Keith Nicholls (07799 888372)
Cost: Share of petrol!
Maximum of 4 plus driver – first come
first served.

Saturday 21st January 2012,
10:00AM
Agenda:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
7.
8.

February 2012

Apologies for Absence
Minutes of the last AGM
Chairman's Report (&
membership)
Treasurer's Report
Election of Committee and
Officers
Membership fee for year 2012
Any other business

Other Groups’ Meetings
Liverpool Geological Society
Tue 7th Feb - The Distinguished
Member's Address by Professor Tony
Harris –The Enigmatic Geology of the
Southern West Highlands of Scotland.
Sat 18th Feb - Herdman Symposium.

A list of the current committee follows –
with the incumbents. All have confirmed
their willingness to stand for re-election

Tue 21st Feb - Practical Session on
Brachiopods with Joe Crossley.
- further details from the LGS web site
at:
http://liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk/i
ndex.php

Chairman J Wlkins
Treasurer Frank Buxton
Secretary Judith Jenkins
Meetings Secretary Cathy O’Brian
Newsletter Editor Keith Nicholls

Manchester Geological Association
Wednesday 7 March 2012 (to be
confirmed) at 18:30 - Joint Meeting with
the Geographical Association
Natural Hazards in the Caribbean:
Causes and Impacts - Dr. Servel Miller,
University of Chester
- further details from the MGA web site
at:

NWGA – Ordinary Meetings &
Visits
Saturday 21st January 2012,
11:30AM
Talk by Jaqui Malpas on the Brymbo
Coal Forest

Friday 17th February, 2012
National Museum of Wales

http://www.mangeolassoc.org.uk/indoor
meetings.htm

– visit to the National Museum of Wales.
A once in a lifetime opportunity to see
the Archaeopteryx exhibition, and take

Geological Society – North West
Regional Group
Thursday 23rd February 2012 6.30pm
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Prof. Jon Lloyd (Professor of
Geomicrobiology,
University
of
Manchester)
“Hot Topics in Earth Sciences: The
Geomicrobiology of the Nuclear Fuel
Cycle”, University of Manchester
- further details from the GSoL web site
at:
http://www.geolsoc.org.uk/webdav/site/
GSL/shared/pdfs/specialist%20and%20r
egional%20groups/nwrg/20112012%20NWRG%20Programme.pdf

February 2012

Committee Contacts:
Chair and Website:
Jonathan Wilkins
01492 583052
wilkins@ampyx.org.uk
Meetings Secretary:
Dr Cathy O'Brien
01248 484082
07721 860420
Cathy.obrien@environmentagency.gov.uk

Web News:
Our Facebook and Linked-in pages don’t
seem to be generating much in the way
of a following. Please take a little time to
visit and “link” or “join” as appropriate
at:

Secretary:
Judith Jenkins
judith.sunfield@yahoo.co.uk
Treasurer:
Frank Buxton
francis62@talktalk.net

http://www.facebook.com/groups/north
walesga/
and
http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=30
31675&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr

Newsletter Editor:
Keith Nicholls
07799 888372
keithandkaren@tiscali.co.uk or
knicholls@geotechnics.co.uk

It would be churlish given the content of
this newsletter not to refer readers to the
copper project web sites at:
A
World
of
Welsh
www.welshcopper.org.uk
And Copper Kingdom:
www.copperkingdom.co.uk

Colour Hard copy reproduction by

Copper:

Similarly, the National Museum of
Wales have a web site with considerable
geological
interest
at:
http://www.museumwales.ac.uk/en/cardi
ff/evolution-of-wales/
Finally a reminder of the NWGA Web
site itself at: www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc
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